BASE SET VETERANS
Regular

2020-21 Synergy® Hockey sports a diverse 100-card Base Set featuring 40 Veterans, 10 Legends, 40 Rookies and 10 SP Rookie Portraits. Look for rookie cards #’d to 21 and high series rookie cards #’d to 11!

SYNERGY® FX VETS
Green Parallel

The Synergy® FX insert, featuring a 50-card checklist of veterans and rookies, boasts multiple low-numbered parallels, highlighted by rare Green (#’d to 99 or 25) and Gold (#’d 1-of-1) autograph parallels!

ADDITIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

Overview
Synergy® is a technology-driven product that features a variety of substrates and colors in every box. And with exceptional chase cards, including ultra-rare rookie cards, this set will appeal to a wide variety of collectors.

New Inserts
A complete list of the insert sets debuting in 2020-21:
- Cast for Greatness Signatures
- Constant Threats
- Perennial All-Stars
- Roaring 20’s
- Synergy® FX

Back by Popular Demand!
Rookie Journey insert cards return featuring three different chase cards of each rookie in the checklist.
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EXCEPTIONAL YOUNG STARS

The 100-card Exceptional acetate insert set is comprised of three subsets: Stars, Young Stars (25 years old or younger) and Futures (rookies). Grab 4 per box, on average!

ROARING 20’S

Roaring 20’s is an 18-card set featuring some of the game’s brightest young stars - including rookies. As the name indicates, all of the players are in their 20’s.

SYNERGY® AUTOGRAPHS

Part of a deep bench of autograph cards, the rare Synergy® Autographs insert set features a mix of current stars and rookies.

Content is subject to change. Card images are solely for the purpose of design display.
The Cast for Greatness Bounty Card Program is back! The mission:
Be one of the first 23* people to collect & redeem the complete 100-card Base Set - Red Parallel Bounty Set. The faster you collect & redeem, the more bounty award cards you can earn! The cards are awarded as follows:

**First 5 to Complete the Mission Receive:** One (1) Cast for Greatness #36, one (1) Cast for Greatness - Purple Parallel #36 and the complete 36-card Cast for Greatness - Gold Bounty Award Parallel set (#’d to 10)

**Next 5:** One (1) Cast for Greatness Card #36 and the complete 36-card Cast for Greatness - Gold Bounty Award Parallel set (#’d to 10)

**Next 13***: One (1) Cast for Greatness Card #36

* Subject to change
CAST FOR GREATNESS SIGNATURES

Numbered to just 25, this 10-card set of all-metal cards will be a welcome addition to any collection!

CONFIGURATION

3 Cards per Pack / 8 Packs per Box

BOX BREAK (on average)

8
Base Set Veteran, Legend and/or Rookie Red Parallel Cards

4
Exceptional Stars, Young Stars and/or Futures Insert Cards

3
Non-Auto Synergy® FX Insert Cards

3
Constant Threats, Roaring 20’s and/or Perennial All-Stars Insert Cards

INNER CASE BREAK (on average)

4
Autograph Cards
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